Call of Alliance Launches Closed Beta
Heed the call and become a hero in a magnificent world of high fantasy and epic
adventure
Everett, Wash. - August 27, 2014 - NGames today announced the launch of closed beta for
the upcoming online RPG Call of Alliance at 8 PM PST today. Set in a world of high
fantasy, Call of Alliance features streamlined gameplay that banishes the usual RPG grind in
favor of an open system that encourages social interaction and epic battles.
Players take on the persona of gladiator, mage or archer, and may combine skills freely as they
embark on exciting quests with maids and goddesses and engage in three-way PvP battles.
With over 20 intricately designed instances and events, a deep equipment enhancement
system, cool mounts and stunning wings, players will find a wealth of immersive fantasy
adventure in Call of Alliance.
Key features of the game include:


Diversified Gameplay: PVE, PVP, and social interaction make up the core gameplay
in Call of Alliance. PVE offers players a dozen types of instance gameplay, and PVP
options include the Faction War, Multiplayer Team Battle, and Great Voyage.



Mounts: Mounts can be transformed, trained and dyed. There are two types of
transformation: Normal and Special Transformation, the latter of which can activate more
gorgeous rare mounts. Training can increase all heroes' attributes, and dyeing allows
players to freely change their mounts' colors.



Goddess: She can battle alongside players, releasing super strength and special skills
that can boost character attributes.



Wings: Wings can not only considerably boost character attributes, but also make your
character look spectacular!



Artifacts: Every hero in Call of Alliance has its own artifact symbolizing honor in the
battlefield. With "Honor Point," players can forge and upgrade artifacts to boost
character attributes. When artifacts reach a certain level, the mystical attributes will be
activated.

For more information and to register for the beta, please visit call.game321.com. Stay up to
date with all the news for Call of Alliance on Facebook and Twitter.
View the Call of Alliance trailer at http://youtu.be/XbG9vt8gYus.

About NGames
NGames Interactive Limited is a leading entertainment company specializing in the
development, operation, and publishing of online social and browser games. NGames leverages
its Game321.com portal and takes advantage of its rich industry experience to globally promote
an array of stunning games. Come check us out on Facebook or Twitter!
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